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A common way to measure submicroscopic motion of the organ of Corti is heterodyne
interferometry. The depth over which vibration can be accurately measured with heterodyne
interferometry is determined by both the optics, which controls to what extent light from nonfocal
planes reaches the photodetectors, and demodulation electronics, which determines to what extent
signal generated by out-of-focal-plane light influences the measurements. The influence of a second
reflecting surface is investigated theoretically and experimentally. By reviewing the theory of FM
demodulation and showing tests with a Revox FM demodulator, it is demonstrated that the influence
of a secondary signal on a measurement depends on the modulation index. Both high- and
low-modulation index signals are encountered in heterodyne interferometry of the cochlea. Using a
He–Ne-like diode laser (l5638 nm), the border between low- and high-modulation signals is at a
displacement of about 25–100 nm. Confocal interferometry reduces the magnitude of out-of-focus
signals, and therefore their effect on vibration measurement. The response of the confocal system to
reflected signals from two surfaces separated by distances encountered within the cochlear partition
is shown. The results underscore the benefit of steep optical sectioning for intracochlear
measurements. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1848177#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Yp Pages: 1267–1284
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

f o frequency of the object beam
f r frequency of the reference beam
f c carrier frequency
f m modulation frequency
D f frequency deviation
v radial frequency52p f
l wavelength of laser light
VA(t), VC(t)

velocity of surfaceA or C
xA(t), xC(t)

FM signal out of photodetector due to surfaceA
or C

b5 2pD f /vm

modulation index,
Vo 5velocity amplitude,
Xo 5displacement amplitude

I. INTRODUCTION

Heterodyne interferometry has been the primary te
nique for measuring cochlear motion for some tim
~Willemin et al., 1988, Nuttall et al., 1991, Ruggero and
Rich, 1991, Cooper, 1999a!. The technique uses interferenc
between two laser beams~object and reference! whose fre-
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D f 5 2Vo /l 5 2vmXo /l
frequency deviation in terms of object motion, du
to Doppler shift

c0 relative phase between FM signalsxA(t), xC(t)
a,c amplitudes of the FM signalsxA(t), xC(t)
r 5c/a
E(t) theoretical demodulator output signal
Eo(t) experimental demodulator output signal from op

cal experiment
Eg(t) experimental demodulator output signal from e

periment with signal generators
R reflectivity
m relative interference amplitude~wavefront distor-

tion!
k value the carrier power takes at a given distan

from the plane of focus~from optical sectioning
curve!

d distance between the two surfaces in the optical
periments

z distance from the focal plane

-

quencies have been shifted from each other by an am
that can be resolved by standard electronics~455 kHz in our
system!. The velocity of the test object shifts the frequen
of the object beam due to the Doppler effect and is enco
in the frequency modulation of the 455-kHz heterody
‘‘carrier’’ signal. The heterodyne signal is decoded using
frequency demodulator.~Equivalently, the displacement o
the test object changes the distance through which the ob
beam travels, thus modulating the phase of the object be
Displacement is decoded with a phase demodulator.! The
cochlear tissues are of low reflectivity and, in order to

il:
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Downloade
crease the power in the object beam, reflecting beads
often placed on the sensory tissue and the motion of
beads measured. A bead is a retro-reflector and the ligh
flected from it comes from a well-defined depth. Howev
measurements with beads also have disadvantages: Th
sition of measurement is restricted to that of the bead,
holes must be made in the overlying tissue in order to pl
the bead. The bead might or might not move with the und
lying tissue ~Khannaet al., 1998, Cooper, 1999b!. On the
other hand, for measurements made without a bead, the
beam goes through the tissue and means have to be pro
in order to select the depth from which the reflection is
cepted by the interferometer. For example, in Fig. 1 differ
parts of the sensory tissue are imagined to move with dif
ent amplitudes and phases. We would like to know un
what conditions reflections from out-of-focus surfaces aff
the measured velocity of the in-focus surface.

The accuracy with which vibration at a selected pla
can be measured in the presence of reflections from sec
ary surfaces is determined by the optical sectioning cha
teristics of the interferometer and the signal processing of
FM demodulator. By reviewing the theory of FM demodul
tion and describing tests with our FM demodulator, we sh
that the influence of a secondary signal is qualitatively d
ferent depending on whether the modulation index is h
~greater than 2! or low ~less than 0.5!. The modulation index,
b, is the ratio of the frequency deviation to the modulati
~stimulus! frequency (b5D f / f m). For perpendicular inci-
dence, the frequency deviation is related to the magnitud
the velocity via a Doppler shift:D f 5 2Vo /l , where l
5638 nm for our laser. When the response to a pure-t
stimulus is linear,Vo5vXo , whereXo5displacement and
v52p multiplied by the stimulus frequency, and thusb
5 4pXo /l . Therefore, high modulation index correspon
to displacements greater than 100 nm, low modulation in

FIG. 1. The organ of Corti consists of several cellular and acellular lay
The measuring laser beam of the interferometer is therefore reflected
several surfaces. When sound is applied to the cochlea, these surface~for
example,A: basilar membrane~BM!; B: inner hair cell~IHC!; C: lamina!
vibrate with different amplitudes and phases. Individual reflections fr
these surfaces produce carrier signals of different amplitudes, phases
Doppler shifts at the photodetector. The relative magnitude of the op
signals reaching the detector depends on the plane of focus of the inte
ometer, reflectivity and orientation of the surface, and on the optical sec
ing characteristics of the interferometer. The frequency demodulator d
mines how much the out-of-plane reflections affect the vibration be
measured.
1268 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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corresponds to displacements less than 25 nm. Both h
and low-modulation-index signals occur in heterodyne int
ferometry of the cochlea. For high-modulation-index signa
the fundamental component of the output of the FM demo
lator is not affected by a secondary signal unless the sec
ary signal’s power is nearly as large as that of the prim
signal. However, the output waveform can be distorted. Fo
low-modulation-index signal, a secondary competing sig
can have a relatively large effect on the fundamental com
nent of the output signal, but the output signal waveform
not distorted. Cells and structures in the cochlea have a w
range of reflectivities, and steep optical sectioning is nec
sary to reduce contamination by out-of-focus signals.

Detailed discussion on the spatial resolution of intrac
chlear velocity measurements appeared in two 2001 lette
the Journal of the Acoustical Society. These are Ren and
Nuttall, 2001, ‘‘Recording depth of the heterodyne laser
terferometer for cochlear vibration measurement,’’ and D
hoff et al., 2001, ‘‘Remarks about the depth resolution
heterodyne interferometers in cochlear investigations.’’ O
contribution concerns optical sectioning and FM demodu
tion, and continues the discussion of those letters.

In the article by Ren and Nuttall, a heterodyne interf
ometer was used to measure the velocity of a vibrating m
ror. The optical sectioning curve shows the decrease of
power in the carrier signal as the distance between a re
tive plane and the focal plane~the defocus distance! is in-
creased. The FWHM is defined as the full width of the c
rier power curve at half maximum. The recording depth c
be defined as the defocus distance at which the reported
locity of the reflective plane decreases to 50%. Ren and N
tall reported that the carrier power decreased to 50% of
maximum at a distance of;69.5mm from the focal plane
(FWHM519.5mm), and to approximately 10% at a dis
tance of625mm. At larger distances there was no furth
reduction of carrier power. In contrast, the measured velo
did not change with defocusing distances240 to 125mm.
At distances of260, 135mm the velocity had dropped to
50% of its maximum. Because this total distance~95 mm!
was much larger than the FWHM of 19.5mm for the carrier,
the authors noted that the FWHM for the carrier power co
not be used to determine the FWHM for the velocity. Belo
we further explore the relationship between depth resolu
and optical sectioning.

The letter by Dalhoffet al. discussed the effect of a
signal from a secondary reflector. As the letter states,
light waves from the primary and secondary reflectors w
add at the input to the photodetector. In this contribution
extend the discussion of Dalhoffet al. by considering the
subsequent processing of the summed signal. When re
tions from two objects contribute to the light input to th
photodetector, the output signal from the photodetector at
heterodyne frequency that feeds the FM demodulator is
sum of two signals, each with amplitude proportional to t
square root of the light power from one of the reflecto
Each signal is frequency modulated by the Doppler shift t
is proportional to the velocity of its reflector. The purpose
FM demodulation is to extract the instantaneous freque
of the frequency-modulated signal. Therefore, to analyze
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Downloade
summed signal analytically, the instantaneous frequenc
the summed signal is the quantity of interest. The anal
section of this paper shows the instantaneous frequency
der various conditions and leads to the low-modulatio
index, high-modulation-index classification of results. Te
with our FM demodulator with input signals produced wi
two signal generators are shown, and confirm the anal
results. Finally, we show the response of our integrated
tical and demodulator system when the two competing
nals are produced optically, by reflecting surfaces with re
istic cochlea-like separations and motions. First we rev
the optical sectioning of the split-aperture system develo
by Khannaet al. ~1996!, as the conclusions of the demod
lation analysis and tests will point to the importance of ste
optical sectioning for reducing the contamination from s
ondary reflectors.

II. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optical sectioning

The optical sectioning capability of an optical system
its ability to select light from one plane in the illuminate
sample and reject light from out-of-focus planes. The sh
of the optical sectioning curve is governed by several fact
~I! The objective lens’s numerical aperture~N.A.! determines
the shape of the optical sectioning curve near the plan
focus. ~II ! Light returning from out-of-focus planes can b
reduced by directly blocking it. This is how a slit confoc
microscope works~Koesteret al., 1994!. ~III ! A low coher-
ence source~such as a low coherence diode laser or a sup
luminescent diode! can be used to reduce the contribution
light returning from out-of-focus planes. This strategy w
described by Dalhoffet al. ~2001!.

The approximate analytic expression for the optical s
tioning curve due to the objective lens’s N. A. is

V~z!5$sin~Z!/Z%2, Z5p~N.A.!2z/nl, ~1!

whereV(z) is proportional to the light power as a function
Z, n is the refractive index of the medium, N.A. is the n
merical aperture of the lens,l is the wavelength, andz is the
distance from the focal plane.@Dalhoff et al. discuss the
limitations of Eq. ~1! and reference Wilson, 1990.# @As a
clarifying note: When the object beam interferes with a r
erence beam in a heterodyne interferometer, the voltage
of the photodetector at the heterodyne frequency—the
erodyne signal—is proportional to the square root of Eq.~1!,
as only the object beam is passed through the objective l
The power in the heterodyne signal, the ‘‘carrier powe
which is proportional to voltage squared, is proportional
Eq. ~1!.# In Fig. 2, we compare the theoretical objective le
optical sectioning dictated by Eq.~1! with the optical sec-
tioning realized by the Koester/Khanna interferometer w
split-aperture objective.

The split aperture is made by placing an opaque vert
strip close to the back aperture of the objective lens~Koester
et al., 1994!. The optical system is arranged so that the il
mination beam uses one half of the lens and the refle
light uses the other half. Figure 2 shows that without the s
aperture, the theoretical optical sectioning curve initia
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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falls off smoothly with distance but then rebounds due
diffraction sidelobes. It is the envelope of the curve that
relevant in practice, and therefore the envelopes of the th
retical curves have been included in our Fig. 2. The opa
strip in the split-aperture system provides steep fall-off aw
from the focal plane. The experimental curve shown in Fig
does not represent a theoretical limit, and improvements
the split-aperture system are expected to extend the s
fall-off even further. A disadvantage of the split aperture
that the effective numerical aperture of the lens is reduce
one dimension. Thus, in the region of the peak~where the
N.A. governs the curve shape! the data are very close to th
theoretical results for a lens with N.A. 0.25, although t
N.A. of the lens when fully illuminated is 0.35. The spli
aperture arrangement offers substantial and increasing
provement in sectioning when the defocusing distance
greater than 10–15mm. Table I compares the optical sectio
ing properties obtained with the split-aperture arrangem
of Khannaet al. with that of several other interferometers

B. FM interferometry

1. The demodulation process

a. Theory. In heterodyne interferometry a laser beam
divided into two beams: object beam~frequencyf o) and ref-
erence beam~frequency f r). One or both beams are fre
quency shifted so that the frequency difference (f o2 f r) be-
tween the two beams isf c ~carrier frequency!. In our case

FIG. 2. Optical sectioning curve as a function of the distance of the refle
from the focal plane. The optical sectioning curve was measured by
carrier power in the heterodyne interferometer signal. We show:~i! Mea-
sured optical sectioning curve with split-aperture objective (NA50.35,
thick black line!. ~ii ! Calculated optical sectioning curve due to objecti
lens without split aperture (NA50.35, solid black line!. ~iii ! Corresponding
envelope~dashed black line!. ~iv! Calculated optical sectioning curve due t
objective lens without split aperture (NA50.25, solid gray line!. ~v! Corre-
sponding envelope~dashed gray line!. Near the focal plane (d<610mm)
the optical sectioning curve of the split-aperture lens (NA50.35) matches
the theoretical curve for NA50.25. This is because the split aperture r
duces the effective aperture of the lens. However, away from the focal p
(d>610mm) the rejection of the split-aperture system is greater than
of the other systems.
1269oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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TABLE I. First column: ~i! Paper from which the data are quoted.~ii ! Magnification and numerical apertur
~NA! of the objective lens used.~iii ! Full width at half maximum~FWHM!, the distance inmm between the two
points where the carrier level drops to half power. Columns 2–5: distances from the focal plane inmm where
the carrier power drops by factors of 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000, respectively. Symbol¯ indicates that the level
was not reported.

Carrier power/maximum light rejection 1021 1022 1023 1024

Ren & Nuttall, 2001
20 X, NA 0.42
FWHM519.5mm

625 ¯ ¯ ¯

Dalhoff et al., 2001
~using the short coherence length laser diode!
NA 0.14
FWHM527mm

228, 126 244, 141 260, 151 275, 163

Cooper, 1999a
5 X, NA 0.13
FWHM575mm ~with respect to carrier power!

282, 165 2146, 1156 ¯ ¯

10 X, NA 0.25
FWHM516mm ~with respect to carrier power!

216, 116 240, 135 283, 197 2272, 1265

Khannaet al., 1996
20 X, NA 0.53
FWHM54.2mm

25, 13 211, 14 216, 110 240, 120

Figure 2 data above
20 X, NA 0.35 Nikon lens in air
FWHM59 mm

29, 18 213, 112 221, 113 233, 130
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f o2 f r5455 kHz. The object beam is focused on the surfa
to be measured~for example,A in Fig. 1!. The object beam
reflects from the surface and is combined with the refere
beam. The photodetector measures light power—the sum
the object and reference waves, quantity squared. When
sum is squared a term at the difference frequency,f o2 f r , is
produced~along with terms at the frequencies 2f o , 2 f r and
f o1 f r). f r and f o are too high in frequency to be resolved b
the photodetector, and the photodetector’s ac voltage ou
is at the difference frequency (f c5 f o2 f r). The amplitude of
this ac signal is proportional to the product of the referen
and object wave amplitudes, or equivalently, to the prod
of the square root of the reference and object beam pow
~See Willeminet al., 1988 and Cooper, 1999a for more d
tails.! When the object~A! is moving, f o is changing in time
due to the Doppler shift, andf o(t)2 f r5 f c1 f (t), resulting
in the frequency-modulated~FM! signalxA(t)

xA~ t !5a cosS 2pE ~ f o~ t8!2 f r !dt8 D
5a cosS vct12pE f ~ t8!dt8 D , ~2!

wherexA(t) is the voltage input to an FM demodulator tun
to 455 kHz. Demodulation is accomplished by detecting
phase of the signal, (vct12p* f (t8)dt8), taking the time
derivative to find the instantaneous frequency and subtr
ing the carrier frequency. For an unchallenged signal,
results in a perfect extraction off (t). Further along we will
consider the effect of applying this simple algorithm to
signal that is challenged by the signal from a secondary
ject.

When the modulating signal is sinusoidal,f (t)
5D f sin(vmt1fA), the FM signal can be written as
oc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La

.145.57.60. Redistribution subject to ASA license or c
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xA~ t !5a cos~vct2b cos~vmt1fA!!

with b5
2pD f

vm
, ~3!

wheref m is the modulation frequency and corresponds to
frequency of the object’s motion (v52p f ). fA is the phase
of the object’s movement.D f is the frequency deviation an
is directly related to the velocity amplitude,Vo , as D f
52Vo /l, wherel is the laser wavelength. This is the Dop
pler shift. b, the modulation index, can be expressed a
function of velocity amplitude (b5 2Vo /l f m) or displace-
ment amplitude (b5 4pXo /l).

The spectrum ofxA can be expressed in terms o
Bessel’s functionsJn(b). It contains a carrier componen
and an infinite set of sidebands located symmetrically
either side of the carrier (f c6n fm). For small modulation
index, only the Bessel’s coefficientsJ0(b) and J1(b) have
significant values, so that the FM signal is effectively co
posed of a carrier and a single pair of sidebands atf c6 f m .

First, consider the velocity of a single surface. At wh
defocus value would the demodulator fail to accurately
port the velocity? The ability to measure vibration depen
on the carrier to noise ratio~C/N! at the input of the demodu
lator. In the most sensitive detection method, the noise le
at the photodetector output is determined by the shot n
N, which is directly proportional to the reference bea
power.~The reference beam is made powerful enough so
this condition obtains.! For the FM demodulator to function
the C/N must exceed 10 dB with the full 150-kHz bandwid
of the demodulator~Willemin et al., 1988!. This is known as
the ‘‘threshold effect’’ in the FM literature~Panter, 1965!. As
the surface is moved away from the focal plane the light
the object beam will decrease, and so the carrier power
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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Downloade
decrease while the shot noise will remain constant. As lo
as the carrier power remains at least 10 dB above the n
power, the demodulator will continue to measure the vib
tion of the object. For example, when measuring from
naturally bright reflector such as guinea pig Hensen’s c
the maximum carrier power in our system is210 to
220 dB. Shot noise is268 dB. With a 0.35 numerical ap
erture objective lens, the optical sectioning of the sp
aperture system~Fig. 2! will decrease the carrier signal t
258 dB at a distance of;1/225mm from the focal plane.
Because the FWHM of the optical sectioning curve with t
lens is only;9 mm, the recording depth—the defocus val
for which the velocity is accurately reported—can be broa
than the FWHM. This is the same effect that was discus
by Ren and Nuttall~2001!. The defocus distance over whic
the vibration can be measured depends on the interferom
optical sectioning, the incident light power, and the reflect
ity of the surface. The steeper the optical sectioning,
narrower will be the allowed defocus distance. Lower in
dent light and lower reflectivity also narrow the allowed d
focus distance. In summary, the relatively broad allowed
focusing distance can be understood in terms of the
demodulator’s threshold C/N ratio.

The relatively large defocus distance over which velo
ity can be measured accurately will not influence the re
when measuring the motion of a single surface. However,
observation does raise questions about the effect a secon
surface, which is within the allowed defocus distance o
primary surface, would have on a measurement of the
mary surface’s motion. In brief, when measuring throu
multiple surfaces, it is important that the interferometer m
sures the vibration of the surface that is in focus. This
pends both on the optical sectioning and how the demod
tor responds to competing signals. The optical section
determines how much the competing signal is reduced,
the demodulator determines how much the residual com
ing signal affects the measurements.

Therefore, we take up the question of competing sign
Returning to Fig. 1, assume that pointA moves with velocity
VA(t) upon sound stimulation, and pointC on the lamina
moves with velocityVC(t). If A is at the focal plane, light
reaching the detector from surfaceC will be attenuated ac-
cording to the optical sectioning characteristics of the int
ferometer. How will the signal fromC influence the reported
velocity? The photodetector output will contain an ac co
ponent from the interference of theA wave and the referenc
wave: xA(t)5a cos(vcAt2bA cos(vmt)). The photodetector
output will also contain an ac component from the interf
ence of the C wave and the reference wave:xC(t)
5c cos(vcCt2bC cos(vmt1fC)1c0). The amplitudesc and
a are proportional to the square root of the light power in
C andA waves.fC represents the phase of the movemen
C relative to atA. c0 is the relative phase between theA and
C light waves, due to the optical path length difference.c0

depends on the distance at rest between the two surface
order to reduce the number of parameters we will only tr
the casefC50. vcC5vcA5vc , but we write them with
different symbols to discuss signal competition more gen
ally. For example,vcC not equal but close tovcA is the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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situation with two competing FM radio signals. There will b
a third ac component due to interference of theA and C
waves with each other, but its frequency will be far from t
carrier frequency the FM demodulator is tuned to and w
not influence the demodulation. Therefore, the relevant
voltage at the demodulator will bex(t)5xA(t)1xC(t). The
mathematics involved in adding the two signals is just li
that used to discuss ‘‘beats’’ in the general case in which
two signals that make up the beat are not of equal amplitu
Using phasor algebra,x(t) is written as

x~ t !5a@A11r212r cos~w!#cos~vcAt2bA cos~vmt !1u!,

with r5
c

a
; w5~vcC2vcA!t1c02~bC2bA!cos~vmt !,

and tan~u!5
r sin~w!

11r cos~w!
. ~4!

The amplitude of the signalx(t), aA11r212r cos(w), is
modulated. To a first approximation, this will not affect th
output of the FM receiver. Indeed, during the demodulat
process, the signalx(t) is clipped in order to remove an
amplitude modulation. This clipping is performed by th
‘‘limiter.’’

The demodulation process consists of the extraction
the instantaneous frequency,v i(t)[ dc/dt , from the phase,
c(t)5(vcAt2bA cos(vmt)1u). Finally, the carrier fre-
quency is subtracted to give the demodulated output sig
E(t)

E~ t !5v i~ t !2vcA52pD f A sin~vmt !1
du

dt
,

with u5arctanS r sin~w!

11r cos~w! D , r5
c

a
,

w5~vcC2vcA!t1c02~bC2bA!cos~vmt !. ~5!

@A generalization of Eq.~5! for which fCÞ0 is included in
a footnote.1# Equation~5! is useful to study the theoretica
influence of a competing signalxC(t) on the output of the
FM receiver. The first term gives the output in the absence
the competing signal. The second term shows the effec
competing signals. This ‘‘error’’ in the instantaneous fr
quency depends on the modulation indicesbC , bA , on the
ratio r of the amplitudes of the secondary and primary s
nals, on their relative phasec0 , and on the difference o
their carrier frequencies. The time derivative of the angleu
in Eq. ~5! can be calculated directly by usingMATLAB . Alter-
natively, an expansion of this term in Bessel’s functions
presented by Panter~1965!. When vcCÞvcA ~as for two
competing radio stations! the relative phase between the tw
signals changes with time and the value of the phasec0

doesn’t matter—it can be neglected. When both carrier
quencies are the same, as for optical interferometry,
phasec0 depends on the distance between the two surfa
without stimulation and is an important parameter.

In practice, FM receivers include a cascade of nonid
limiters and bandpass filters. In contrast, the theoretical
pression Eq.~5! corresponds to an ideal limiter without filte
The cascade of limiters and filters was developed in par
1271oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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reduce the effect of competing signals and, in addition to
~5!, a computer model has been developed that probes
effect of the cascade.

b. How the FM receiver works—Principle of the mod.
One step of the FM receiver is to shift the carrier frequen
to an intermediate frequency~11 MHz, IF bandwidth
5150 kHz for our receiver!. Then, the signal goes through
limiter: An ideal limiter clips the signal in order to eliminat
any amplitude variations. Due to the limiting process,
spectral components of the signal are spread out. A band
filter following the limiter passes spectral components c
tered about the carrier frequency and removes their harm
ics. The bandwidth of the bandpass filter is the IF bandwid
Baghdady~1956, 1961! discusses the competing signal pro
lem, and how the size of the bandwidth should depend on
ratio of signal strengths. The limiter bandwidth must be w
enough to pass a sufficient number of sideband compon
to add up to a resultant signal whose average frequenc
the input of the discriminator is equal to the frequency of
stronger of the two competing signals. During the proces
amplitude limiting followed by a filtering, a reduction of th
effective amplitude of the competing signal is achieved. F
more details see Middleton~1981, 1996!. The way we imple-
mented the computer-model FM demodulator was as
lows: We started with the signalx(t), clipped it to retain
only the zero-crossing times, and then bandpass filtere
The filter was a window applied in the frequency doma
with a bandwidth of 150 kHz. The clipping and filtering wa
repeated five times. Finally, the instantaneous frequency
found with the zero-crossing times of the processed sig
@Zero crossings were found with software; the way that
electronic circuit figures zero-crossing times was descri
in Cooper ~1999a!.# Our objective with this simple mode
was to demonstrate the basic method by which FM demo
lator electronics can reduce the effect of competing sign
beyond what Eq.~5! predicts, and for that it was useful.

c. Realistic parameter values. Before delving into the
analysis of Eq.~5!, it is useful to consider theb, Xo , andr
values that normally occur in an intracochlear measurem
The division between high- and low-modulation index is a
b value of ;0.5– 2, corresponding to displacements,X0

525– 100 nm ~using a He–Ne-like diode laser,l
5638 nm). The measured range of displacement depend
cochlear position~apical vs basal!, the structure considere
~basilar membrane, Hensen’s cell!, and on species. For bas
basilar-membrane~b.m.! measurements in chinchillas,Xo ex-
tends from 0.1 to 200 nm. For guinea pigs, basal b.m.
placements range from 0.05–40 nm. For tectorial membr
measurements in chinchillas, the measured displacement
tend from 0.7 to 200 nm@e.g., the reviews of Robles an
Ruggero~2001! and Ulfendahl~1997!#. For apical b.m. mea-
surements in guinea pigs, the displacement extends from
36 nm ~Khanna, 1998!. Clearly, the intracochlear measur
ments extend into both high and low modulation cases.

r5c/a is the ratio of signal coming from the seconda
surface~C! to signal coming from the primary surface~A!.
To be precise, the signal strength~carrier level of the inter-
ferometer signal! from an object in the cochlea depends
several quantities: the object’s reflectivity,R; the object’s
1272 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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relative interference amplitude,m @m represents wavefron
distortion and takes values less than 1~Khannaet al., 1996!#;
on the distance between the object and the plane of fo
(d), and the value (k) the carrier power takes at this distan
due to the optical sectioning.R, m, and d depend on the
cochlea andk depends on the interferometer optics. The h
erodyne signal power from the surfaceA will be proportional
to (mA

2RAkA) and the heterodyne signal voltage (a from the
above! to AmA

2RAkA. Finally, the ratior5c/a is found by
taking the ratio of signal voltages from two surfaces. Co
sider the following example, in which the motion of the o
gan of Corti is probed in guinea pig from the scala vestib
side. Physiologically it is an interesting approach as m
surements of several key cochlear structures—Hens
cells, hair cells, and basilar membrane, can be made~Khanna
and Hao, 2000!. In order to measure basilar-membrane m
tion from scala vestibuli adjacent to the Hensen’s border
gion, the incident laser beam passes through the Reiss
membrane, through Claudius’s cells, and is focused on
b.m. ~Khanna and Hao, 2000!. For the b.m., which is in
focus, k51. The reflectivities and relative interference am
plitudes of the b.m. in the tunnel region, outer hair ce
Hensen’s cells, and Reissner’s membrane were meas
with an apical turn approach, and the values reported
Khannaet al. ~1996!.

The values in the table below are from that reference
guinea pig, Hensen’s cells are quite reflective due the li
droplets they contain. The relative sizes of the signal fr
the target~basilar membrane! and the competitors~Reiss-
ner’s membrane or Hensen’s cells! are found by comparing
Am2Rk for the three. The ratio of theAm2Rk values givesr.
The relative interference amplitude (m) depends on the stat
of focusing. The representativem value of a tissue is found
with the surface in focus. When the surface is out of foc
the m value might change because the tissue surface is
flat. The change inm with defocus has not been measure
and m is treated as a constant in Table II. Therefore, ther
values listed and competition indicated are upper boun
This ratio, listed in the final column of Table II, will guide
the interpretation of the studies on competing signals bel
In this example the reflective Hensen’s cells, with ar value
that varies between 0.06 and 0.13, pose the most ser
challenge to a measurement of b.m. motion from scala v
tibuli.

In summary, both low and highb are found in intraco-
chlear motion measurements. Regardingr, most major sur-
faces in the cochlea are separated by at least 100mm. With
this separation, in the special case of two surfaces with eq
reflectivity, ther values are less than 0.1 for all the system
in Table I. When the surfaces do not have equal reflectiv
steep optical sectioning is needed to reducer, as the example
above makes clear. As cochlear measurements begin to p
motion at the cellular level, steep optical sectioning becom
even more essential.

d. Numerical results. In this section the ideal demodula
tion described by Eq.~5! and the demodulator cascade mod
are used to study the influence ofbC , bA , r, and c0 on
E(t). Results obtained with both methods are compared.
only show results for the case in whichvcC5vcA5vc be-
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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TABLE II. Calculation of relative signals from b.m, r.m. and H.C. when laser beam is focused on the bd
5distance from b.m., k5optical sectioning factor,R5reflectivity, m5wavefront distortion factor,m2Rk
5relative carrier power,r5square root of the ratio of carrier power of out-of-focus structure to carrier po
of in-focus b.m.

d k R31025 m m2Rk31027 r

Basilar
membrane

0 1 2.1 0.14 4

Reissner’s
membrane

;290mm 1024 3.5 0.13 0.0006 0.012

Hensen’s cells
~lipid droplets!
shoulder region

;60mm 1024 38–89 0.19–0.28 0.014–0.07 0.06–0.13
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cause this applies in heterodyne interferometry. We stud
in depth the case in which the competing surface was
tionary: bC50 andbAÞ0. This corresponds to the exper
mental condition of Fig. 1, in which the stationary, high
reflective bone is the competing signal. We also conside
the case that corresponds to the primary surface statio
and the secondary surface moving:bCÞ0, bA50. Results
from this case can be used to understand the interference
arises when a competing surface moves much more than
in-focus surface.

Figure 3 showsE(t) using Eq.~5! ~ideal limiter without
filter! for both low and high modulation index~upper curve:
bA50.2; lower curve:bA54; bC50 for both curves!. Re-
sults without competing signal~thin line: r50) are com-
pared to those with competition~thick and dashed curves
r50.6 andc050 deg). Based on the section above, the ra
used for this plot is much larger than what would norma
occur in the cochlear experiments; the purpose of the plo
to clearly illustrate the differing effects of a competing sign
when the modulation index of the primary signal was lo
compared to when it was high. At low modulation index t
output signal was reduced in size but undistorted. The h
modulation-index signal was distorted but the amplitude
the fundamental frequency was unchanged. The das
curves in Fig. 3 illustrate the effect of the FM demodula
, Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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cascade. The cascade of limiters and filters produced
change for the low-modulation-index case~the dashed curve
is superimposed on the thick one!, whereas at high modula
tion index the distortion in the time domain was reduce
The characteristics of the spectrum of an FM signal are h
ful to explain this observation: The limiter, which spreads t
components of the spectrum, has more effect at high mo
lation index, where the spectrum contains a carrier com
nent and an infinite set of sidebands, compared to the l
modulation case, where the significant components are
f c6 f m . The filter removes more sidebands for the hig
modulation-index case.

Figure 3 showed the influence of a competing signal
E(t) in the time domain. In Fig. 4 we look at the sam
results in the frequency domain, and consider the amplit
of E(t) at the stimulus frequency,f m . Difference in the am-
plitude ofE(t) at frequencyf m is compared to the case with
out a competing signal~wherer50). The result is shown as
a function of the ratior for different values of phase,c0 .
Figure 4~A! shows the effect of an unmodulated signal (bC

50) of amplitudec on a low-modulation-index signal (bA

50.2). The modulation frequency was 9.6 kHz. This pa
illustrates the strong dependence of the output on the rela
phase between competing signals. When the phase betw
the signals was equal to 0 deg, the output decreased a
w

s

e-

-
e

M

al.
y
e

FIG. 3. Comparison of calculated results using Eq.~5!
~thin and thick lines! with simulated model FM receiver
results~dashed line!, with and without a competing sig-
nal. The top panel shows demodulator output for lo
modulation index (bA50.2, f m59.6 kHz, D f
51.92 kHz,c050 deg), while the bottom panel show
results for high modulation index (bA54, f m

54.8 kHz, D f 519.2 kHz, c050 deg). The thin line
on both panels shows output without competition (r
50). Thick and dashed lines on both panels show d
modulator output with competition (r50.6). For low
modulation index~top!, a strong competing signal re
duces the amplitude of the output by 4 dB, but th
waveform remains unchanged. The results using Eq.~5!
are very close to those obtained with the simulated F
receiver. For high modulation index~bottom!, the time
waveform is distorted by the strong competing sign
The results from Eq.~5! are close to those obtained b
simulated FM receiver. The distortion predicted by th
latter is slightly lower.
1273oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 4. Changes in the demodulator output amplitu
due to the presence of a competing signal as a funct
of the ratio (r5c/a) and for different values of phase
c0 : ~x! 0 deg;~o! 90 deg; and~-! 180 deg. Panel~A!,
low modulation index of 0.2 (bA50.2, bC50, f m

59.6 kHz). Demodulator output can decrease or
crease substantially depending on the relative phase
the two competing signals and their relative amplitude
The worst case is when the two signals are 180 deg
of phase. Panel~B!, high modulation index of 4 (bA

54, bC50, f m54.8 kHz). The demodulator output a
the stimulus frequency remains substantially unchang
even in the presence of a strong competing carrier.
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ratio increased~as the relative size of the unmodulated sign
increased!. When the ratio was equal to 0.9, a decrease o
dB was observed. This result suggests that in the lo
modulation-index case the effect of a competing signal
be thought of in terms of a weighted average: The outpu
approximately equal to the amplitude~strength! of each sig-
nal (a or c) multiplied by its own frequency deviation
~which in the case of the cochlear experiments is prop
tional to the velocity, and in the case at hand was zero
signal C!, and divided by (a1c). An expansion of Eq.~5!
for b!1 confirms this. When the phase between the sign
was equal to 180 deg the weighted average idea still app
except the divisor is equal to (a2c), which produces the
observedincreasein output. The result highlights the stron
effect of the phase. In terms of an optical experiment, 1
deg phase will occur when twice the distance between
two surfaces is (n1 1

2) l, wheren is an integer. The 0 deg
phase will occur when twice the distance between the
surfaces isnl. With c050 deg, to have an error on th
output less than1/23 dB, the ratio of the interfering signa
over the modulated signal needed to be less than 0.4
whenc05180 deg, this value was smaller, 0.3.c0 of 0 and
180 deg were worst cases, and intermediate phases sh
smaller errors. In general, harmonic distortion was small
low modulation index: ForbA,0.5, with a ratio of 0.4 or
less, the amplitude of harmonic components was at leas
dB down ~with bA50.2, bC50, c0590 deg) compared to
the fundamental~not shown!.

Figure 4~B! shows the change inE(t) with r at the
frequency f m due to a competing signal in the high
modulation-index case (bA54, bC50, f m54.8 kHz).
Changes in the output at the stimulus frequency were
than 1 dB for all ratios and phases. However, as shown
Fig. 3, the output was distorted in the time domain. In ord
to have the harmonic components at least 25 dB down,
ratio needed to be less than 0.1~not shown!. Based on ther
values in Table II, even with steep optical sectioning a
1274 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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tection of distortion must be treated with caution when co
petition from secondary signals is a possibility and displa
ments are relatively large.

To summarize the theoretical section in the case ofbC

50: The theoretical effect of competing signals at the inp
of the receiver was described first in the time domain. At lo
modulation index, there was a change of the amplitude of
signal but it was not distorted. The design of the recei
~cascade of limiters and filters! did not reduce the effect of a
competing signal. At high modulation index the competi
signal produced distortion in the output that could be redu
by the processing of the FM receiver. In the frequency d
main the theoretical influence of a competing signal on
receiver output at the fundamental frequency was shown
Fig. 4. For low modulation index, an increase or decrease
the output was found, depending on the relative phase of
two signals. The simple notion of a weighted average gav
reasonable estimate of the effect of competing signals.
high modulation index, with respect to the amplitude of t
fundamental component the output error was always
than 1 dB, even when the competing signals were ne
equal@Fig. 4~B!#. However, the theoretical output wavefor
was distorted in the presence of the competing signal.

We began with the casebC50 andbAÞ0. Equation~5!
is now used to explore the opposite case,bCÞ0 and bA

50. When the input is the unchallenged signalA, the output
is zero. The time-domain plots in Fig. 5 show the effect
either low-modulation ~left column! or high-modulation
~right column! competing signalC. The top panel in each
column shows the frequency deviation of the competing s
nal C—the output if signalC was the sole input. The middle
and bottom panels show the effect of this competing sig
when it is combined with signalA (bA50) at ratios of 0.3
and 0.05. The low-modulation/high-modulation classificati
of results found above still applies. The low-modulatio
competitor leads to an undistorted, but nonzero output tha
like the output for the competing signalC alone shown in the
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 5. Results calculated from Eq.~5! with c0

50 deg. This experiment simulates the influence of
vibrating surface when the interferometer is focused
a stationary surface (bA50). The unmodulated carrie
is larger than the competing modulated carrier sign
The upper curves correspond to the competing sig
itself (a50). The middle and lower panels show th
effect of a modulated signal combined with signalA
(bA50, bCÞ0) for a ratio (r5c/a) of 0.3 and 0.05.
For the low modulation index (bC50.2, left column!
even when the competition is weak~0.05! the demodu-
lator output contains a modulation component. For t
high modulation index case (bC54, right column! the
demodulator output is highly distorted.
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top panel but with a substantially reduced amplitude. Thi
as expected since the unmodulated signalA is stronger than
C. The size of the output scales withr, the relative strength
of competing signalC, and as above, a weighted-avera
rule of thumb applies for the low-modulation case. The hig
modulation competitor leads to a highly distorted output. T
distorted output has odd symmetry and possesses only
harmonics because it was calculated withc0 equal to zero; in
general, the output is composed of both even and odd
monics.

2. Electronic experiments with two generators

To simulate competing signals,xA and xC were gener-
ated with two signal generators. Again, we begin with t
case bAÞ0, bC50. The first generator produced
frequency-modulated signal with a carrier frequency 4
kHz, corresponding to interference between the refere
beam andA (xA(t)5a cos(vcAt2bA cos(vmt))). The second
signal generator produced a signal at 455 kHz with no
quency modulation, corresponding to interference betw
the reference beam andC (xC(t)5c cos(vcCt)). To test the
above theoretical results, the sumx(t)5xA1xC was fre-
quency shifted to 100 MHz and then applied at the input
our demodulator and the output was measured.~The shift in
frequency is a processing detail that is not important to
message of this paper.! Although both signal generators we
set with f c5455 kHz, in fact the two generators were n
phase locked and their carrier frequencies were slightly
ferent. They were close in frequency, so the resulting s
can be thought of as the sum of two signals with the sa
carrier frequency and a slowly varying relative phase (vcCt
5(vcA1dv)t5vcAt1c0(t)). Thus, the experimental setu
could be compared to the theoretical situation of Eq.~5! with
vcC5vcA andc0 slowly varying. Asc0 varied slowly from
0 to 180 deg to 360 deg, the effects of the phase were c
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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pared with the predictions of Fig. 4.f m andD f were chosen
to represent different values of the modulation index (0
,b,4). f m values were 4.8 and 9.6 kHz andD f was from
200 to 38 000 Hz~so that in terms of a cochlear experimen
the velocity amplitude ‘‘Vo’’ was 0.06–12 mm/s and the dis
placement amplitude ‘‘Xo’’ was 2–200 nm!. The output of
the FM demodulator,Eg(t) ~the subscriptg designates the
generator experiments! was measured first with just signalA,
and then as the level of signalC was increased~increase of
the ratior!. For each ratio,Eg(t) was measured and store
The amplitude ofEg(t) at the modulation frequencyf m was
determined by Fourier transform~FT!. The FT was per-
formed over a portion ofEg(t) where the two signals were in
phase (c050 deg) and out of phase (c05180 deg), as well
as over the whole signal.

The upper curve of Fig. 6 showsEg(t) as a function of
time (bA50.2, f m59.6 kHz,r50.6). ~Note that this ratio is
much larger than what is expected to occur in cochlear m
surements. As above, the large ratio is used for illustra
purposes.! The signal in the time domain contained regula
spaced peaks. We could interpret these peaks in terms o
time-varying relative phase,c0 . At the time of the maxima
in Eg(t), the input signals were out of phase and at the ti
of the minima, the signals were in phase. The time betw
two maxima was the period of the frequency differenc
1/( f cC2 f cA). The lower curve of Fig. 6 is a zoom on a sma
portion ~0.2 ms! of the upper curve, at a time whenxA and
xC were in phase. The theoretical output was calculated
ing Eq.~5! ~dashed line; lower curve Fig. 6! and compared to
the experimental one~solid line!. The two figures agreed
well, indicating thatE(t) resulting from the theory was use
ful to predict the receiver output,Eg(t).

Figure 7 shows a high-modulation-index case.Eg(t) is
shown as a function of time as the bold curve (bA54, f m

54.8 kHz, r50.6). The 1-ms periodicity is due to the time
1275oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 6. Upper curve: Experimental output of the FM
receiver as a function of time (bA50.2, bC50, f m

59.6 kHz, r50.6). Lower curve: superposition of the
theoretical instantaneous frequency~dashed line! and
the experimental one~solid line! over a short period of
time. The generators producing the FM and the comp
ing signals were not phase locked. Their relative pha
changed with time and, as a consequence, the demo
lator output amplitude fluctuated with time increasin
to a peak when the phase difference was 180 deg,
decreasing to a minimum when the phase angle wa
deg @see Fig. 4~A!#.
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varying relative phase between the primary and second
input signals. We include two other curves for comparis
The dashed curve shows the unchallenged output due to
nal A ~when signalC was off!. The bold curve is distorted
relative to the unchallenged signal. During the course of
measurement, the relative phase between the two sig
changes and this is reflected in the changing wave shap
the bold curve. Its overall size does not change. The thin
curve shows the predicted effect of the competing signal
ing Eq.~5!. It is slightly more distorted than the output of th
demodulator, confirming that the actual workings of the F
demodulator reduce the effect of competing signals in
high-modulation-index case.

Figure 8 presents an analysis of experimental data
that of Figs. 6 and 7 for a wide range of ratior. In Fig. 8, the
change inEg(t) ~amplitude atf m) due to a secondary signa
1276 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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compared toEg(t) without competing signal (r50) is
shown as a function of the ratior. For each of the curves, th
Fourier transform is performed in a different part of the tim
domain of a curve like Fig. 6, which allows us to infer th
influence of the phase. Panel~A! corresponds to the low
modulation-index case~analysis of experimental data lik
that of Fig. 6!. When the Fourier transform is performed
the part of the time domain whereEg(t) is peaked at a maxi-
mum, corresponding toc05180 deg~plain curve!, the com-
peting signal caused an increase in the receiver output
dB for a ratio of 0.6. When the FT was done whereEg(t)
was minimum, corresponding toc050 deg ~curve with
crosses!, then there was a decrease of 4 dB for the same r
of 0.6. Figure 8~A! can be compared to the theoretical resu
shown in Fig. 4~A! ~low modulation of bA50.2, f m

59.6 kHz). They agree well. When the FT was done ov
a-

x-
s:

out
re-
e
s

FIG. 7. Effect of a competing signal on the demodul
tor output ~high modulation index:bA54, bC50, f m

54.8 kHz, r50.6). The bold curve was measured e
perimentally and is compared with calculated curve
The thin curve is the theoretical result using Eq.~5!,
whereas the dashed curve is the expected curve with
competing signal. Both experimental and theoretical
sults show distortion of the sinusoidal waveform. Th
distortion in the experimental results is slightly les
than that predicted by Eq.~5!.
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 8. Change in demodulator output~amplitude at
f m) with different magnitudes of competing carrier lev
els ~r!. Experiments were similar to those described
Figs. 6 and 7, but with ratior ranging from 0 to 0.9.
The values in the solid curve were derived from th
peak region of the demodulator time varying outp
~wherec05180 deg). Values in the curve with crosse
were derived from the valley region of the curve
~wherec050 deg). Panel~A! corresponds to the low-
modulation-index case (bA50.2, bC50, f m

59.6 kHz) and panel~B! to the high-modulation-index
case (bA54, bC50, f m54.8 kHz). Results are similar
to those predicted by theory~Fig. 4!.
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the entire signal, there was an average over the phase
the output, even for a ratio of 0.9, was close to the outpu
the signal without competition~not shown!. Therefore, when
signals have different carrier frequencies, a time average
minimize the effect of competing signals. However, in t
case of the interferometer, both secondary and primary
nals have the same carrier frequency, and time avera
does not reduce the effect of competition.

Figure 8~B! presents an analysis of experimental data
largeb (bA54, f m54.8 kHz). It illustrates the weak depen
dence of the amplitude at the stimulus frequency on the r
tive phase between carrier signals for the high-modulati
index case. The error is within1/-1 dB for all phases and
ratios. Figure 8~B! can be compared to the theoretical resu
shown in Fig. 4~B!. They agree well.

To summarize the experimental results with genera
signals in the casebAÞ0, bC50 ~secondary signal not fre
quency modulated!:

At low modulation index (bA) when two signals with
approximately the same carrier frequency were summe
the input of the receiver, and when they were in phase,
error due to the competing signalC produced a decrease o
the demodulator output. When they were out of phase,
error produced an increase in the demodulator output.
FM demodulator output depended strongly on the ratio of
amplitude of both signals and their relative phase. The ou
waveform was not distorted by the competing signal.

For high modulation index (bA), the output of an FM
demodulator at the stimulus frequency was not influenced
the competing signalC even when the secondary signal w
nearly as large as the primary signal. However, the ou
signal was distorted.

The most important conclusion from these results is t
the theoretical expression forE(t) in Eq. ~5! was very useful
for predicting the output of the FM demodulator,Eg(t). In
the high-modulation-index case, the distortion predicted
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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Eq. ~5! is an upper bound, as the FM demodulator did of
some improvement in reducing distortion.

The study with signal generators and FM demodula
above concerned the casebC50 andbAÞ0. The opposite
case,bCÞ0 and bA50, has also been explored. Curv
similar to those of Fig. 5 were obtained~not shown!. These
results confirm the low-modulation/high-modulation class
cation of results that was noted already, and also confirm
usefulness of Eq.~5! for predicting the demodulation.

3. Optical experiments with the interferometer

Above we compared the theoretical predicted effect
competing FM signals to experimental results using gen
ated FM signals and our REVOX FM demodulator. Belo
we complete the study by measuring the effect of compe
signals that were produced by reflective surfaces, using
confocal-heterodyne interferometer developed by Kha
et al., 1996. We explore first the case in which the second
surface was fixed,bC50, bAÞ0, and then the case in whic
both surfaces were moving,bAÞ0, bCÞ0. The setup is
shown in Fig. 9. The system was composed of two surfac
A glass tube with a semitransparent thin plastic membran
its end was used as a vibrating object. It was fixed to a s
steel rod. The back surface was a polished steel fiber, fi
rigidly to a micropositioner. The position of this fiber wa
adjusted by using a calibrated piezoelectric translator. Vib
tions were measured for several separations of the front
back surfaces. The fiber was inserted at a distance as clo
22 mm from the front surface. The front surface was vibrat
by driving it with a speaker atvm52p f m . The back surface
was stiff and did not vibrate with the sound stimulation. T
laser’s object beam was focused at the center of the m
brane. The primary signal,xA(t), was produced by interfer
ence between the object beam that reflected from the m
brane and the reference beam. The secondary signal,xC(t),
1277oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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was produced by interference between the object beam
flected from the fixed back surface and the reference be
The relative phase between the two signals was constan
depended on the distance (d) between the two surfaces with
out stimulation:c052d2p/l , with l the laser wavelength
Measurements were made at different positions of the p
of focus: from 10mm in front of the membrane to 10mm
behind the back surface. For each position, the carrier le
and the demodulator output were measured.

First, the vibration of the membrane alone~front sur-
face! was measured. The measured carrier level was alw
at least 30 dB above the shot-noise level (268 dB), and,
consistent with the discussion of single-surface vibrat
above, there was no change in the reported vibration am
tude as a function of the distance from the membrane~from
232 to 132mm).

The predictions of Eq.~5! were compared to our exper
mental data obtained with two surfaces. The values nee
for Eq. ~5! were the modulation index~determined from the
vibration of the front surface when focused on it!, the ampli-
tude ratio of the two signals~which varies as the laser i
focused at different planes! and their relative phase,c0 . The
distance between both surfaces was known within a pr
sion of1/21 mm, which was not accurate enough to det
mine the phase. The phase was a free parameter in the a
sis, chosen in order to fit the experimental data.

The ratioc/a was found using the measured carrier le
els from the two surfaces together, and the measureme
the optical sectioning curve~carrier level as a function o
distance from the focal plane! from a single surface~Fig. 2!.
The ac signal at the demodulator is given byx(t) of Eq. ~4!,
and the carrier level corresponds to the power in this sig
@proportional to x(t)2]. In the case at hand,vcC5vcA.
Therefore, the theoretical two-surface carrier power a
function of distance from the focal plane~theoretical two-
surface optical sectioning curve! is

FIG. 9. The setup shown was used to optically simulate the multiple re
tion conditions that might be encountered in the cochlea. A thin pla
membrane at the end of a glass tube (diameter51.2 mm) was used as one o
the partially transmitting/reflecting surfaces. This membrane could be
brated with the sound from a speaker placed near it. By changing the
quency and intensity of sound, the frequency and amplitude of memb
vibration could be controlled. The vibrating membrane produced
frequency-modulated component of the carrier. A polished surface of a
fiber inserted in the tube provided the second reflecting surface. This su
was considered stationary and provided the unmodulated component o
carrier. Piezoelectric and mechanical translators allowed the steel fiber
positioned precisely with respect to the plastic membrane. Mechanical tr
lators in the interferometer were used to position the whole assembly
gether with respect to the objective lens. This allowed the position of
focal plane to be changed and measured with 1-mm resolution. Carrier level
~measured using a spectrum analyzer! and demodulator output~proportional
to the velocity! were measured as a function of distance from the fr
surface.
1278 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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carrier power ~dB!

5constant110 log10~a21c212ac cos~c0!!, ~6!

where a and c were functions of distance,a5a(z), c
5c(z). We have assumed that each could be described
the square root of the carrier power vs distance curve w
shape as in Fig. 2.c0 was fixed, depending only on th
distance between the surfaces. The theoretical two-sur
carrier power was calculated using Eq.~6!, and compared to
the measured two-surface carrier level vs distance curve.
positions of the front and back surfaces were known roug
(61 mm) but could be adjusted slightly to improve the fit
Eq. ~6! to the measured data. The phasec0 was a fixed but
unknown value that was freely adjusted for the best fit. Fr
this fitting procedurea(z), c(z), andc0 were found. Equa-
tion ~5! was then used to predict the receiver output,Eo(t),
where the subscript ‘‘o’’ designates the optical experiments

Ten experiments with a fixed back surface were p
formed with different distances between the two surfa
~from 22 to 66mm!. For half of them the back surface wa
more reflective than the front one~carrier level higher when
focused on the back surface than on the front surface!. Vi-
brations were measured for eight frequencies~from 1 to 8
kHz!. Theoretical results from Eq.~5!, E(t), were compared
to the data,Eo(t), and agreed well. Results from sever
experiments are presented below. The first two correspon
low-modulation-index cases, one with a back surface
higher reflectivity than the front surface and one with t
front surface more reflective. We have seen that the effec
competition in the low-modulation-index case is on the fu
damental frequency component, without introducing dist
tion. This held true in the optical experiments, and theref
we emphasize the fundamental component in the analys
these two experiments.

In the first, the front surface was positioned onz
50 mm and the back surface was at 23mm behind (z5
223mm). The measured carrier level as a function of t
distance is presented in Fig. 10~A! ~thick curve!. It is the
composite curve due to the two surfaces. The back sur
had higher reflectivity than the front surface. From this cur
and knowing what the curve is like for a single surface~mea-
sured data in Fig. 2!, the amplitudesa andc were extrapo-
lated. The dashed line is the theoretical carrier level obtai
from Eq. ~6! with c05100 deg. The ratior changed from
0.04 at the front surface (z50 mm) to 0.9 atz5113mm
and to 1 atz5212mm. For a ratio of 1, the amplitudes o
the two signals are equal.

When driven with the loudspeaker at 7 kHz, the moti
of the front surface was measured and the modulation in
bA of the front surface was determined to be 0.043.
r(z)5c(z)/a(z), bC50, andc0 and bA were known, the
theoretical expression@Eq. ~5!# could be used in order to
predict the demodulator output, and this prediction could
compared with the actual demodulator output. Figure 10~B!
assembles experimental~line with circles! and theoretical
~crosses! demodulator output. Theory and data were simil

In the second experiment, the distance between the f
surface (z50 mm) and the back surface was 31mm. The
measured carrier level as a function of distance is prese
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in Fig. 11~A!. The back surface had lower reflectivity tha
the front surface. From the extrapolated amplitudesa andc,
the theoretical carrier level@Eq. ~6!# was determined with
c05166 deg~dashed line!. The ratio went from 0.004 on th
front surface (z50 mm) to 0.1 atz5116mm and to 0.64 at
z5219mm. When driven with sound, the front surfac
moved with a small displacement, and produced a lo
modulation-index signal (bA50.038, f m57 kHz). Figure
11~B! compares experimental~line with circles! and theoret-
ical ~crosses! data obtained from Eq.~5!, knowing c0 , the
modulation indexbA , bC50, and the values ofr. An in-
crease of the output of 7 dB~compared to the vibration of th
front surface,z50) is observed onz5219mm. This in-
crease is well explained by the theory. It is due to the rela
phase of 166 deg between the signals coming from the
surfaces. Also of note is that even when focused on the b
surface, the reported frequency deviation, both theoret
and experimental, although small, was not zero. Theref
the mobile surface exerts an influence on the measureme
the fixed surface even when the fixed surface has a m
larger signal strength. This result is consistent with what w

FIG. 10. Interferometer experiment with a vibrating membrane and a
tionary back-reflecting surface. The membrane was located atz50 mm and
the back surface atz5223mm. The reflectivity of the back surface wa
higher. Panel~A!: Measured carrier level as a function of distance is sho
with a thick line. The carrier level rises and reaches a peak as the plan
the membrane reaches the focal plane. It decreases between the surfac
reaches a maximum again as the back surface reaches the focal plan
measured optical sectioning curve~Fig. 2! was used to extrapolate the am
plitude of the signals from the two surfaces individually.~The crosses cor-
respond to the extrapolated amplitude of the modulated signala2 and the
circles to the amplitude of the unmodulated signalc2). The phase anglec0

between the two carriers could not be measured experimentally and it
selected for best fit. The dashed line is the theoretical carrier level obta
from Eq. ~6!. Panel~B!: Experimentally measured change in the frequen
deviation at the modulation frequency as a function of distance from
focal plane~line with circles!. Theoretically fitted curve@using Eq.~5!# is
shown ~line with crosses!. (bA50.043, f m57 kHz, d523mm, c0

5100 deg). The theoretical curves fit the measured data quite well.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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shown in Fig. 5, and reinforces the finding that both relat
signal strength and relativeb size determine the degree o
competition.

With the membrane at the end of a narrow glass tube
a front surface, the modulation index was always low (bA

,0.1). In order to study a high-modulation-index case
plastic tube with a bigger diameter membrane was used.
showed above that when the modulation index of the sign
is high a competing signal introduces distortion while lea
ing the fundamental component unaffected. This held true
the optical experiments, and therefore we emphasize the
tortion in the analysis of these experiments. When the s
faces were alone, the motion~measured frequency deviation!
was almost undistorted~distortion was at least 50 dB dow
relative to the fundamental!, and therefore we attribute th
distortion measured when both surfaces were present to
competitive interaction of the two signals. For this expe
ment, the distance between the two surfaces was;66mm;
the modulation index of the front surface, measured a
stimulus frequency of 4 kHz, was 1.77. Figure 12 shows
time-domain signals measured when focused on the mo
front surface@panel~A!# and on the fixed back surface@panel
~C!#. The ratio of back/front signal strengths was 0.016 wh

a-

of
and

The
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ed

e

FIG. 11. A second interferometer experiment with a vibrating membr
and a stationary back-reflecting surface. The membrane is locatedz
50 mm and the stationary back surface is located atz5231mm. The
reflectivity of the front surface was higher. Panel~A!: Measured carrier level
as a function of distance is shown with a thick line. The dashed line is
theoretical carrier level obtained from Eq.~6!. The crosses correspond to th
extrapolated amplitude of the modulated signala2 and the circles to the
amplitude of the unmodulated signalc2. For this experiment,bA50.038,
f m57 kHz, d531mm, c05166 deg. Panel~B!: Experimental~o! and the-
oretical ~x! frequency deviation~Hz! as a function of distance (bA

50.038, f m57 kHz, d531mm, c05166 deg). The theoretical results fi
the experimental data well, and in particular can account for the pea
219mm.
1279oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 12. High-modulation-index case (f m54 kHz, bA

51.77). A larger membrane was used in order to i
crease its vibration amplitude. The distance between
membrane and the stationary back surface was 66mm.
The upper left curve@panel~A!# is the signal obtained
when focused on the front surface, as a function
time; panel ~B! is its Fourier transform. The lower
curve is the signal obtained with the back surface
focus in the time domain@panel ~C!# and in the fre-
quency domain@panel ~D!#. The stationary back sur-
face, even though it is far away and its contribution
the total carrier level is small (r50.016), can introduce
distortion in the demodulator output. Measurin
through the vibrating membrane, the stationary surfa
also appears to vibrate with a distorted waveform.
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focused on the front surface, and the ratio of front/back s
nal strengths was 0.0063 when focused on the back sur
Again, we see that the relatively large motion of the fro
surface is able to influence the back surface measurem
even with a small ratio of signal strengths. The spectra
these two signals are shown in panels~B! and~D!. The back
surface introduces only a small amount of distortion to
front surface measurement. This is consistent with our
pectations, since the back surface is of;zerob, and the
ratio of signal strengths is small.

We conclude the optical experiment section by show
one case in which both front and back surfaces were mov
This was accomplished by threading a glass tube with m
brane into the larger plastic tube with membrane and stim
lating at 2 kHz. There are no surprises with the results un
these conditions, and they serve to round out our experim
1280 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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tal results by including a more general case. In Fig. 13,
back surface hadbC51.14. The front surface hadbA

51.05. The ratio of back/front signal strengths was 0.0
when focused on the front surface, and the ratio of front/b
signal strengths was 0.032 when focused on the back sur
Panel~A! shows the front surface alone; panel~C! shows the
back surface alone~to illustrate the low level of mechanica
distortion!. Panels~B! and ~D! show the distortion intro-
duced by the competing signal of the other surface, wh
they were separated by 108mm. @The small change in the
fundamental component is difficult to interpret, as the ex
position where the motion is measured on the membr
may have changed between panels~C! and~D!.# The degree
of distortion introduced by the competing signals depends
both the strength of the competing signal and the modula
b of that signal.
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FIG. 13. Two vibrating membranes separated by 1
mm were used in this experiment. Panel~A! shows the
Fourier transform of the signal from the front surfac
alone; panel~C! shows the back surface alone. Whe
measured alone the front membrane vibrated with a
proximately 11 dB higher amplitude than the bac
membrane. The second harmonic distortion was low,
dB below the fundamental. It was not measurable
the second surface. Panels~B! and~D! show the distor-
tion introduced by the competing signal of the oth
surface (bA51.05, bC51.14, f m52 kHz). Panel~B!:
The front surface is in focus,r50.014; panel~D!: The
back surface is in focus,r50.032. When the vibration
of each membrane was remeasured with the two me
branes in place, the measured amplitude of the fi
membrane was lowered by about 7 dB~perhaps due to
not measuring the same location on the membrane! and
its second harmonic distortion increased by 15 dB. T
measured amplitude of the second membrane increa
by 5 dB and its second harmonic distortion was i
creased to a level 34 dB below the fundamental. The
observations are qualitatively consistent with the the
retical predictions.
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 14. Effect of a competing signal on the fundame
tal and harmonic output of the FM demodulato
Change in demodulator output in dB is calculated f
variousr5c/a values and for nine differentb combi-
nations. The calculations have been made forc0

50 deg. The demodulator output at the fundamen
frequency can increase, remain unaffected, or decre
sharply depending on the parameters. Only odd h
monics are present whenc050 deg. Harmonics are
plotted in dB relative to the fundamental level in th
absence of competition.
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III. BACK TO THE THEORY

From the above, Eq.~5! is very useful to predict the
output signal of the FM demodulator when two signals co
tribute to its input. We conclude the Results section by us
Eq. ~5! to generate some useful experimental guidelines
garding signal competition. Above, realisticr and b values
were gleaned from the literature.b values extended from
very low modulation index~for low to moderate stimulus
levels! to modulation indices at high stimulus levels up
;10. Chinchilla had largerb values than the other specie
looked at, and guinea pig measurements were always w
a low-modulation case, although getting close to the bou
ary at the highest stimulus levels. Many surfaces in the
chlea are of low reflectivity, the Hensen’s cells of guinea p
being a notable exception. If the reflectivities of differe
surfaces are close to being equal, then the ratio,r, is deter-
mined largely by the optical sectioning curve and the d
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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tance between surfaces. Most surfaces in the cochlea
separated by at least 100mm, so from Table I~which reports
carrier power, so the square root is the relevant quantity! we
can see expectedr values depend on the interferometer a
will span values as high as 0.3, and as low as 0.01, with
lower value possible with the low-coherence diode laser
Dalhoff et al. and the divided aperture system of Koes
et al. When the competing surface is of relatively high r
flectivity ~bone, for example! or is closer,r will be accord-
ingly higher. Future measurements that attempt to sepa
the motion of, for example, tectorial membrane and reticu
lamina, will encounter more serious signal competition. T
other important parameter is the modulation index ra
Khannaet al. ~2000! measured vibrations of Hensen’s ce
and basilar membrane in anin vivo preparation: The basilar
membrane velocity was 10 times smaller,bHensen/bBM510
en
is
on
at
FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14 except calculations have be
made forc0590 deg. The fundamental component
not affected appreciably except when the modulati
index of the competing signal is much higher than th
of the primary signal (bC /bA510). Distortion contains
both even and odd harmonics.
1281oucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 14 except calculations have be
made for c05180 deg. The competing signal intro
duces the biggest changes for this phase.
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~their Fig. 1!. In order to address a full range of experimen
conditions, we present guidelines that cover a large rang
r values and three differentbC /bA ratios.

In Figs. 14, 15, and 16 we show the effect of a comp
ing signal as a function ofr, and for three differentbC /bA

ratios ~left: bC /bA50.01; middle,bC /bA51.2; and right
bC /bA510). This generates three plots. These three p
are shown for three values ofbA ~top: bA50.05; middle:
bA50.5; and bottombA54). What is plotted is the chang
in output,E(t), due to the competing signal, reported in d
The harmonics were zero without competition, and wha
plotted is their level relative to the fundamental~without
competition!. We have seen the strong effect of phase,c0 ,
on the results. Recall that the phase is not under experime
control; it depends on the distance between surfaces. Th
fore, we present results for three phase values, 0 deg~Fig.
1282 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La
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14!, 90 deg~Fig. 15!, and 180 deg~Fig. 16!. Note that the
even harmonics are absent when the phase is 0 deg or
deg. This is due to the symmetry of this condition. The
deg case shows the more general result, in which both e
and odd harmonics are present.

The results from Figs. 14–16 have been distilled in Fi
17–19, by presenting results in terms of nominally acce
able levels of error in the fundamental and distortion. T
acceptable levels chosen were63 dB for the fundamenta
response, and harmonic levels at least 30 dB down relativ
the unchallenged fundamental. These ‘‘threshold’’ curves
shown for the same three values ofbA as in Figs. 14–16. On
the left axis isr lim , the r value for which acceptable level
are obtained.~To have a smaller error,r has to be less than
r lim .) If we examine Figs. 17–19 for a ratio of 0.1, we s
that for low modulation index (bA50.05) the errors are ac
dB
FIG. 17. Ratio (r lim) for which the change in the fun-
damental is1/23 dB and the level of the harmonic
components is230 dB re: fundamental.r lim is shown
as a function ofbC /bA for three values ofbA ~upper
panel, bA50.05; middle panelbA50.5; and lower
panel, bA54). The phase is equal toc050 deg. To
have an error less than1/23 dB for the fundamental
or to have the harmonic component more than 30
down compared to the fundamental,r needs to be less
thanr lim .
Rochefoucauld et al.: Signal competition in heterodyne interferometry
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FIG. 18. As in Fig. 17 exceptc0590 deg.
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ceptable as long asbC,3.5bA , and for high modulation
index (bA54) the errors are acceptable ifbC is between
0.5bA and 1.5bA , and again are acceptable for large valu
of bC (bC.7.5bA). Comparing Figs. 17–19, it is clear tha
errors in the fundamental component are much greater in
case ofc05180 deg. Note that if two surfaces vibrate wi
an arbitrary r, with approximately the same amplitud
(bC /bA;1), and the distance between surfaces is such
c050 deg, no errors or distortion are observed~Fig. 17!. In
most cases the phase will not be exactly 0 deg, and
phase, being related to distances between cochlear struc
is not under experimental control. However, the physiolo
cal basis of measured harmonics could be confirmed by t
reproducibility. Comparing Figs. 14–16, the harmonic stru
ture is very sensitive to thec0 value. Thec0 value will vary
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005 de La Rochef
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from measurement to measurement, due to slightly differ
sites and distances. The distortion pattern, as well as
value of the fundamental, will change between the meas
ments if they are produced by competing signals from o
of-focus planes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

One factor that governs the optical sectioning capabi
of an optical system is the objective lens’s numerical ap
ture. Its effect can be described analytically and compare
the split-aperture objective developed by Koesteret al. The
optical sectioning is greatly improved by the split-apertu
system.
FIG. 19. As in Fig. 17 exceptc05180 deg.
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Downloade
We investigated the effect of a competing signal on
measured vibration. The investigation used both a purely
oretical treatment of FM demodulation@resulting in Eq.~5!#
and a simulation of an FM receiver, as well as tests with
FM receiver using competing FM signals that were electro
cally generated, and finally tests with our enti
interferometer/receiver system using optical signals t
mimicked a true intracochlear measurement. The most b
result was that the theoretical expression Eq.~5! proved to be
useful in predicting actual effects of competition. Beyo
that, we found that the qualitative effect of a competing s
nal depended on the modulation index. When the modula
index was low~corresponding to displacements,25 nm) the
competing signal altered the magnitude of the FM recei
output but did not affect its wave shape. When the modu
tion index was high (displacements.100 nm) the magnitude
of the output at the stimulus frequency was resistant to
competing signal even when the ratio was large. Howe
distortion was present in the receiver output. For both l
and high modulation indices the magnitude of the cha
depended on the phase difference between the two com
ing signals.

These findings point out that in cochlear vibration me
surements made without beads, in order to be sure tha
vibration of the selected structure in focus is measured
important to reduce reflections from out-of-focus structur
A high numerical aperture objective lens attenuates
strength of the reflections from surfaces close to the fo
plane, but this attenuation levels off with distance from t
focal plane at a level that is not very restrictive. Other me
provide attenuation at greater distances from the focal pla
The specialized confocal optics provided by the sp
aperture interferometer developed by Koesteret al. ~1994! is
one such system. Interferometers using incoherent light, s
as that discussed in Dalhoffet al. ~2001!, also provide steep
optical sectioning.
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1WhenA andC move with different phases (fCÞ0), the anglew in Eq. ~5!

is w5(vcC2vcA)t1c02bC cos(vmt1fC)1bA cos(vmt).
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